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by the cross section where the flow rate vanishes, which in the case of sources corresponds 
to X>2/N andinthatofsinksto -X<2/N. 
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A general solution of the problem of desalinization of soil containing rapidly 
soluble salts is given. The salts are initially nonuniformly distributed, and it 
is assumed that they pass instantaneously from the solid phase to the solution. 

A condition of the third kind is postulated at the soil surface, reflecting the con- 

tinuity of the mass flux of the salts. 

A different approach was used in [l] to construct a solution for a particular 
case of homogeneous salinization, and the problem of uniqueness of the solu- 

tion was studied. The process of diffusion of salts in the course of washing the 

soil was also studied in [Z]. 

The mathematical formulation of the’problem has the form: 

Dcee - vcE = me,, 9 < E < E. (r) (I) 
- DC=-/- UC = UC,, E = 0 

Dee = cp (8 &, (r) 1 a~, E = E_, (t) 

Here the diffusion coefficient D, rate of filtration u, porosity m and concentration cn 
of the wash water are all assumed constant; to (T) = uz / m denotes the front of the flow 
of water, E is the coordinate counted from the soil surface, F is time, c (E, r) is the 
concentration of the solution in motion and q (6) is an arbitrarily prescribed functionof 

the initial bulk salinity of the soil. The latter function is subjected to the usual con- 

straints imposed on the original of a Laplace transform. 
Introducing the dimensionless variables z, t and the functions u (5, t) , we can reduce 

the problem (1) to the form 

%c = Utt o<x<t,u,-u/2=0, x=0 

us + u / 2 = f (t) exp (-t / 4), x = t 

(2) 

(3) 
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u (2, t) = lc (x, t) - 

The heat conductivity equation (2) has a one-parameter family of solutions 

W (z, t; a) = exp (- a%) [A (a) sin az + B(a) cos a I] 

When B = 2aA (a) , the function W (z, t; a) satisfies the first condition of (3). Let us 

write the solution u (x, t) of the problem (2),(3) in the form 
Q) 

u (CC, t) = 
s 

A (a) (sin ax + 2a cos ax) exp (- u21) da (4) 
0 

Taking into account the boundary condition at x = t, we obtain the following integral 

equation for the function A (a) : 
m 

sinat+ucosat]exp[(~-ua)t]da=+f(t) (5) 

0 

Let A (a) E L (0, CO) and A (0) = 0. Then, integrating both parts of (5) in t from 0 to 
t and changing the order of integration in the left-hand side (which can be done by vir- 

tue of the uniform convergence in t ), we obtain 
m 

s il(o)sinatexp[(+-u2)t]du=+J (t) 
0 

(6) 

We denote by 0 

L,(h)~f e-p"h(s) ds = H(p), 

d+ioo 

L,‘(H)=& 1 ePsH (p) dp = h (s) 

0 d--im 

the forward and inverse Laplace transform, respectively. 
Applying the operation Lp2 to both sides of Eq. (6) and changing the order of inte- 

gration which is allowed by the properties of the function A (a) given above, we obtain 
co 

s udu 
A (u) u2 + (p2 + c&2 - l/4)2 - -LLp.(fi) 2 (7) 

0 
We can easily see that 

UD 

u2+(p2yu2-‘~4)2 =(p2+~2+l/,)2_p2= 

1 

2 [ &)2+u2 - (P + l/T)2 + u2 I 

therefore, multiplying both sides of (7) by p and operating with LS-l, we find that 
OD 

+L;l [pLp,(E)] = sh+ 
s 

A (a) sin us da 
0 

Thus the function 

$I (s) = + sh-l $- L,‘[FLpt(I)]=~sh-l~L;l[r,-‘L,~(r)] 

is a sine transform of A (a). The latter is recovered using the following transformation 
formula [S] : 
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A (a) = $ s 9 (s) sin sa ds 
0 

(8) 

and it satisfies the assumptions made above. 

We can transform the expression (4) to the form suitable for numerical computations 

using the known formula (see 141) 
00 

s exp (- a%) sin au sin xu da = G G (2, a; t) 
0 

Substituting (8) into (4), changing the order of integration and taking due account of (9), 

we obtain 

u(x* t)=[rp(r)[c( 
aG 

x, s; t) + x (2, s; t) 1 ds = (10) 
0 

1 a, - 9,s) 2Jfi-z s I( y+l)exp[-~]+ 
0 

It can be confirmed by direct substitution that the function u (5, t) given by (10) satis- 

fies all conditions of the problem (2),(3). 

Consider an example. In the course of salinization, the crystals of the readily soluble 
salts accumulate, in most cases, near the daylight surface of the soil. 

take f= exp (--pLLt) where P = const. We then have,successively, 

We can therefore 

LP’ 0) = (Pa + Ilap, IJ-‘L&M U) = b @’ + P2)P 

LB1 1 p-‘Lp’ (/)I = 
1 -cosps 1 - cos ps 

p ’ ‘+ (‘l= 2P2 sh (s / 2) 
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